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Abstract

Introduction: The competency assessment of doctors both in terms of knowledge & clinical skills by multiple choice questions plays a vital role in various examinations. The standard indices which are used to evaluate the competency of multiple choice questions (MCQs) in various examinations are Difficulty index (P) and discrimination index (D).

Objectives: The study was undertaken to find out correlation between Difficulty index (P) and discrimination index (D).

Materials and Methods: 150 1st year M.B.B.S students were subjected to 60 MCQ taken from the entire syllabus of Physiology as part of their periodic assessment. The Pearson correlation between Difficulty index (P) and discrimination index (D) was calculated using graph pad prism version 7.03.

Results: Both the indices showed wide variation. Item difficulty index ranged from 13% to 93% while discrimination index ranged from 0.5 to 0. In terms of difficulty index out of 60 MCQs about 44 MCQs (73%) were in acceptable range (P=30-70%) while 8 MCQs (13%) were too easy (P >70%), 8 MCQs (13%) were too difficult (P<30%). In terms of discrimination index 28 MCQs (47%) were in good range (D=0.2 to 0.35), 15 MCQs (25%) were in excellent range (D >0.35) & 17 MCQs (28%) were in poor range (D < 0.2). So in total 43MCQs were in acceptable range. The correlation between acceptable range discrimination & difficulty index was significant. The correlation of MCQs in acceptable range discrimination index with too easy & too difficult MCQs was non-significant.

Conclusion: The majority (73%) of the items were acceptable as far as difficulty and discriminative indices were concerned. The correlation between discrimination index of acceptable range & moderately easy/difficult items was significant, while too easy and too difficult items had non significant correlation with acceptable range discrimination index.
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Introduction

In medical field the competency of doctors involves assessment of 3 important ‘domains’- cognitive, psychomotor and affective. So medical assessment programmes must be designed to assess the above mentioned domains. (1) But the current medical assessment programmes still cannot test all the 3 domains together at the same time. (2) Objective evaluation in medical field by the means of match the following, true or false statements and fill in the blanks can be used for assessing the cognitive domain. However, MCQs are the most popular form of objective evaluation. (3) One-best MCQ is an efficient tool to
evaluate higher-order cognitive domain of Bloom’s taxonomy such as interpretation, synthesis and application of knowledge. It can also assess progress of the student by identifying their strengths and weaknesses and can provide feedback to teachers regarding class performance. (4,5,6)

Formulating ideal MCQs is a complex, challenging, tedious and time consuming process in a multidisciplinary integrated curriculum. One of the major aspect in the formation of an MCQ or a test item is its reliability & validity which in turn is determined by Classical Test Theory (CT) item analysis. (7,8)

CT Item analysis is the simple procedure of collection, summarisation and using information from students’ responses to assess the quality of test items after the end of examination. (7,8). The 2important item characteristics in Classical Test Theory (CT) item analysis are:

1) difficulty index, and
2) discrimination index which tests the reliability of different test items. (9) . The difficulty index is the percentage of learners who answered an item correctly and ranges from 0 to 100%. Closer the value of difficulty index of an item to 0%, the more is the item difficult while value approaching more towards 100%, the item is easier. Thus it identifies whether the item is too difficult or too easy & finally helps in differentiating between students who have learned & understood the content and those who have not.

Items with difficulty index between 30-70% are considered acceptable. (10)

While the discrimination index of an item discriminates between students who are high or low scorers. It ranges from -1 to +1. The closer this value is to +1, the excellent is the discrimination index of an item indicating high scoring students select the correct answer for each item more often than the low- scoring students. While if, the low scoring students got a specific item correct more often than the high scoring ones, then that item has a value approaching towards -1. (6,10) . So analysing both difficulty and discrimination indices of each item provides information regarding what the students have learned and enables teachers to determine and correct the faulty items. (10) Thus to find out how these 2 indices correlate the following study was undertaken.

**Objectives**

To find out correlation between Difficulty index (P) and discrimination index (D) of individual test item.

**Material and Methods**

The study was done in the Department of Physiology, Indira Gandhi Govt. Medical College, Nagpur as a part of regular Periodic assessment of students. Hundred & fifty First-year MBBS students were voluntarily involved in the study. They were subjected to 60 MCQ questions with single best response covering entire syllabus of Physiology. The MCQs’ were constructed to assess various levels of knowledge according to Bloom’s Taxonomy (11). Formulation of MCQs’ was done by the Head of Department and other Professors in the department. There was no negative marking and the time allotted was sixty minutes. Evaluation was done out of sixty marks and the Difficulty & discrimination index of all 60 MCQs were calculated. Then the correlation was found between the two. (12).

**Steps in item Analysis (13,14)**

The scores of all the students were arranged in descending order of merit. Then they were divided into three groups as low, moderate & high achievers in accordance to their marks. Top one third students were considered as high achievers H [n=50] and bottom one third group as low achiever’s L [n=50]. Each item then was analysed for the Difficulty & discrimination index & correlation was found between them.
1. Calculation of Difficulty Index

P value was calculated using the formula

\[ P = \frac{H + L}{N} \times 100 \]

Where
- \( H \) = number of students answering the item correctly in high achievers group.
- \( L \) = number of students answering the item correctly in the low achievers group.
- \( N \) = Total number of students in the two groups (including non-responders).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P value (%)</th>
<th>Item Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 30 %</td>
<td>Too Difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 – 70 %</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 - 60 %</td>
<td>Ideal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;70 %</td>
<td>Too Easy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Items having P value less than 30% & more than 70% are not acceptable and need modification.

2. Calculation of Discrimination index

\[ D = \frac{H - L}{2N} \]

Where the symbols H, L and N are same as above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D value</th>
<th>Item Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.20</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20-0.35</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.35</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.20</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Items with D value less than 0.20 are not acceptable & needs revision.

3. All the MCQs with discrimination index in acceptable range were not same as that of MCQs with difficulty index in acceptable range. So the correlation was found using graph pad prism version 7.03
   i. Between MCQs which are common in acceptable range of discrimination & difficulty index.
   ii. Between MCQs with discrimination index in acceptable range with difficulty index either too easy or too difficult
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iii. Between MCQs with poor discrimination index with difficulty index in acceptable range.

**Results**

Both the indices showed wide variation. Item difficulty index ranged from 13% to 93% while discrimination index from 0.5 to 0. In terms of difficulty index out of 60 MCQs about 44 MCQs (73%) were in acceptable range (P = 30-70%) while 8 MCQs (13%) were too easy (P >70%), 8 MCQs (13%) were too difficult (P<30%) hence 16 items that means 26.66% could be used after modification. [Table1].

While in terms of discrimination index 28 MCQs (47%) were in good range (D = 0.2 to 0.35), 15 MCQs (25%) were in excellent range (D >0.35) & 17 MCQs (28%) were in poor range (D < 0.2). So a total of 43 MCQ (28+15) were in acceptable range in terms of discrimination index. [Table2]. There were 43 & 44 MCQs in acceptable range in terms of discrimination & difficulty index respectively. [Table1 & 2]. Out of 43 MCQs, 30 MCQs were common in acceptable range of both the indices. While there were 7 MCQs with discrimination index in acceptable range with difficulty index either too easy or too difficult. There were 6 MCQs with poor discrimination index with difficulty index in acceptable range. 1 MCQ of acceptable difficulty index had poor discrimination index.

30 common MCQs of acceptable range showed significant correlation (r = 0.978, p=<0.0001) between discrimination & difficulty index. While the correlation was non-significant between 7 MCQs (r = 0.288, p = 0.5312) with discrimination index in acceptable range & difficulty index either too easy or too difficult and 7 MCQs (r = -0.2715, p =0.5558) with difficulty index in acceptable range & poor discrimination index. [Table3]

**Table 1: Difficulty Index (P) of items analysed.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DI Range</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Action taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 to 70 %</td>
<td>44 (73.33%)</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>In MCQ bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;70 %</td>
<td>8 (13.33%)</td>
<td>Too easy</td>
<td>Revise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;30 %</td>
<td>8 (13.33%)</td>
<td>Too difficult</td>
<td>Revise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Discrimination index(D) of items analyzed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range(D)</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Action taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2 to 0.35</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>In MCQ bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>In MCQ bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>In MCQ bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Revise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Correlation between Discrimination index (D) & Difficulty Index (P) of items analyzed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices in Acceptable Range.</th>
<th>No. Of MCQs</th>
<th>rvalue</th>
<th>pvalue</th>
<th>interpretation</th>
<th>Action taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Both D &amp; P</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>In MCQ bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only D</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.5312</td>
<td>Non-Significant</td>
<td>Revise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only P</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.2715</td>
<td>0.5558</td>
<td>Non-Significant</td>
<td>Revise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Developing the perfect, flawless assessment test seems to be an unattainable goal for most teachers. In light of this fact, the calculation of difficulty and discrimination index provides a valuable tool in designing the test. These indices enable teachers to review and improve the whole process of evaluation by guiding them how effective the test questions are in assessing the knowledge of students. (15) So the present study was undertaken to find correlation between discrimination and difficulty index. In our study out of 60 items only 44 items (73.33%) in terms of difficulty index were in acceptable range (P = 30-70%) while 8 MCQs (13%) were too easy (P >70%), 8 MCQs (13%) were too difficult (P<30%). This is probably due to poor understanding of difficult topics, ambiguity in wordings of the questions or even inappropriate key and may also be due to personal variations in students’ intelligence. Hence 16 items that means 26.66% could be used after modification.

While 43 items (71.66%) in terms of discrimination index were in acceptable range (D > 0.2) & the remaining 17 MCQs (28%) were in poor range (D <0.2). As the discrimination index (D) serves as an effective tool regarding quality of each item. So Items with poor discrimination should be reviewed & needs modification (15).

Similar results were depicted in other studies like Mitra, N.K et al. (7) & Sim et al (5).

We also calculated correlation between the 2 indices. We found that 30 common MCQs of acceptable range showed significant correlation (r = 0.978, p=<0.0001) between discrimination & difficulty index. While the correlation was non-significant between 7 MCQs (r = 0.288, p = 0.5312) with discrimination index in acceptable range & difficulty index either too easy or too difficult and 7 MCQs (r = -0.2715, p =0.5558) with difficulty index in acceptable range & poor discrimination index.

Thus we can infer that relationship between difficulty and discrimination indices was not linear. Maximal discrimination occurred with moderately easy/difficult items. Too easy and too difficult items showed poor discrimination. Similar observation was reported by Si-Mui Sim et al., (5) in their study. So too difficult and too easy items needed further modification.

Conclusion

In our study the majority of items 44(73%) fulfilled the criteria of acceptable difficulty and Discrimination index. But the correlation between 2 indices was significant for only 30MCQs (68%). So total out of 60 MCQs, only 30 (50%) MCQs can be added to departmental question bank. Thus we
recommend not only estimation of indices but also finding correlation between them to develop the most authentic question bank possible for assessment of knowledge & skills.
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